
How to Create a  Welcoming and  Inclusive 
Social Environment in the Classroom

! A warm welcome



Welcome to 
the class!!



This is Ming. She is a 
new student from 
China and she doesn’t 
speak any English. 
Ming, you can sit with 
this group.
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This is Ming. She is a new student 
from China. She speaks Mandarin 
and now she is going to start 
learning English, with our help. 
Maybe she will teach us some 
Mandarin. Which group will look 
after Ming for the first few days?



This is Ming. She is a new student 
from China. She speaks Mandarin 
and now she is going to start 
learning English, with our help. 
Maybe she will teach us some 
Mandarin. Which group will look 
after Ming for the first few days?

OK Ming, you 
can come and 
sit with us. 
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Bao, tell me how to 
address your mother 
when we meet 
tomorrow.



Kanagasabapathy

Kanaga-saba-pathy

Coelho

Lam Van Bao

Bao, tell me how to 
address your mother 
when we meet 
tomorrow.

Will it be OK to 
shake hands?
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In this class you will all learn a lot of 
science. Some students are learning English 
at the same time. That’s quite a challenge, 
so I expect the rest of you to help.  What 
would be some good ways to help? Discuss 
this in your groups….  Maybe you could ask 
some of those students how they would like 
you to help. 

Be ready to share your ideas in five 
minutes.

Support for Language Learning



Bilingualism   boosts  brainpower!



Learn a language, touch a culture... change the world!

Bilingualism   boosts  brainpower!



Monolingualism can be cured!

Learn a language, touch a culture... change the world!

Bilingualism   boosts  brainpower!
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Students work 
together to 
develop these 
class norms,   first 
in groups and then 
as a whole class
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Class news: 
updated weekly by 
students and 
teacher, with news 
about what’s 
happening at home 
and in the 
community as well 
as in class. 
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1. Interview your partner:
 
What is your name? (Learn to spell and pronounce it)     
Where were you born? 
How long have you or your family been in this country?  
What language(s) do you speak? 
Tell me something you like to do. 
Write two or three more questions to ask your partner:
______________________________________-____________
___________________________________________________

2. Change roles.

3. Introduce your partner to the group. For example:  This is 
______. He/she was born in _______. He/she speaks _____.  I 
can tell you something interesting about _________: 





Students interview 
each other and 
create a web based 
on the “Sasha” 
model.

They present their 
partners to the class 
or group. 
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Cross-Age Peer Tutoring shown to be effective on a large scale (29 
September 2011)

Schoolchildren can boost their reading and mathematics levels 
when they tutor fellow pupils or are tutored by older pupils, 
according to new research.

Results from a project run in 129 elementary schools in Scotland, 
the largest ever trial of peer tutoring, show that children as young 
as seven to eight years old can benefit from a tutoring session as 
short as twenty minutes per week.

Peer tutoring is a specific form of peer learning. It involves one 
student tutoring another where pairs are typically of differing 
academic standing and sometimes differing ages (cross-age 
tutoring). Cross-age tutoring was found to be particularly effective 
in age groups with two years' difference.
_____________________________________________________

http://www.dur.ac.uk/education/news/news-items/?itemno=12871



More ideas…
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! Share with your group: What do you do 
to make newcomers feel welcome and 
included in the classroom community?

! List some ideas on a sheet of chart 
paper and post it on the wall before 
going for a break. 

More ideas…


